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AMIEL TOURS
Your FIT Specialist in Israel
We invite you to visit our B2B Website
www.amielb2b.com

If your clientele are individuals then you are at the right address!
Come and take advantage of our special offers in honor of our

40th Anniversary
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Fly & Drive
Discover Israel on your own - for the adventurer, repeaters and
individualists. Here you can get to know country and people. Select your
personal pace, decide what is of interest to you and plan your free time
to enjoy. If you want, you can spend the night in a different city every day.

High-End Luxury Travel
Amiel Tours has designed the most luxurious, sophisticated and
enjoyable tours available. Our private tours are highly personalized
and tailored to the exact interests of each traveler, including history,
religion, art, cuisine, shopping, family vacations, architecture,
adventure, and more.

City Break- Tel Aviv & Jerusalem
Take a brief time out or use a long weekend - both City Break
programs for Tel Aviv and Jerusalem are exactly right for you. The
two metropolitan cities will make your heart beat faster and you
will have a chance to experience the spirit of both.

Private Car
Enjoy the comfort and freedom of touring Israel by Private Car.
Driving with your private tour guide, in your private car, is the most
convenient way to travel in Israel. We can plan your tour to see
the most fascinating places in Israel, in one of our luxurious cars
and your tour guide will dedicate all of his time to make your tour
picture-perfect.

Sit On a Bus Tour
Israel is a great place of tourism due to its historical and religious
sites, magnificent beach areas, archaeological places, UNESCO
heritage sites and many other attractions. In addition, Israel has
the highest number of museums in the world. A great, easy and
safe way to move around Israel is “Sit on a bus tour”. Call us and
we will make it happen

VIP

VIP Service
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Amiel Service Staff
We are the only tour operator in Israel with its own service
representatives throughout the country in places such as Ben
Gurion Airport, Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, Dead Sea & Eilat. Our staff is
at your service around the clock.

We can provide VIP services at Ben Gurion Airport! Avoid the lines
at Ben Gurion airport and treat yourself to a stress free service
that will make your arrival and/or departure at Ben Gurion Airport
smoother and easier. This is the way to insure a smooth, pleasant,
and expedited process when entering and departing Israel.

Israel Head Office: 5 Yoni Netanyahu St. Or Yehuda 60376,
ISRAEL , Telephone: 972-3-538-8444, Fax: 972-3-5336061
E. mail: mngt@ amiel.israel.net

